
Sharbat 
Young. Muslim. Australian.



We acknowledge the traditional owners of the land upon
which we share our story and pay our respects to Elders

past, present and emerging. We are honoured to create this
work on Whadjuk Nyoongar Boodja and recognize their

continuing connection to land and culture. 
Sovereignty was never ceded. 

This land was, is and always will be Aboriginal Land.



It has been a real privilege to step in and direct
this play. Dore’s script is a joy with complex

characters and relatable family moments. More
than that, it’s a moving examination of Muslim

Australian identity. We see three individuals
navigating culture, faith, and belonging. This
feels to me like the most important aspect of
putting on this production now – presenting 

‘Muslim identity’ with the complexity and
nuance it holds. This has been a big part of the

rehearsal process - hearing these wonderful
creatives connecting moments in the play to

their own lives and families. I hope what we’ve
put on stage rings true to their experiences. 
It is exciting to present Sharbat surrounded
by other work led by people of colour; Fully

Sikh a stone’s throw away at Black Swan and
Cephalopod upstairs (full disclosure I’m working

on Ceph too.) I urge you to see as much as
possible - each work is unique in form and
content - but they all are deeply Australian,

deeply human, and need to be on our stages.
To the staff of The Blue Room Theatre - thanks

again for making it happen. To the Sharbat
Team - thank you for your trust.

Director's note

- Michelle Aitken

 When I first began to pen this work in 2018, I had no idea how
much of myself I would be sharing with others. It is both
nerve wracking and  strangely liberating to share semi

autobiographical pieces with audiences.
 

Society teaches us that vulnerability is a sign of weakness, and
that we are better off putting on a brave face and smiling

through our pain. But I believe that sharing our stories, good
and bad,  allows others to bear witness to our experiences.

There is a great deal of power in vulnerability because it
fosters understanding and acts as a catalyst for meaningful

and long lasting change.
 

SHARBAT is an ode to all the sacrifices made by migrant
parents and the subsequent sacrifices made by their children

to honour them. It is a love letter to migrant families, to
siblings, to roots and identity. 

 
To my production team, thank you for your hardwork and

trust throughout the creation process. To my stage siblings,
Mani and Sabrina, thank you for bringing these characters to

life and for giving them a piece of yourself. To my mentors
Joe Lui and Liz Newell, thank you for your patience with me

and for sharing your wisdom. To my Blue Room Theatre
family, thank you for giving us space to make this piece of

theatre. To my family, thank you for your unconditional love.
 

This piece is dedicated to all the other "third culture kids": 
 

 You are valid, your identity is valid. In our shared stories we
will find a place to call home again. 

 
 
 

-Doreshawar Khan

Writer's note



 
Director- Michelle Aitken
Producer- Amelia Burke

Stage Manager -Daley James King
Set Designer- Kelly Fregon

Lighting and Sound - Mai Han
Publicist- Madeline Clouston

Writing Mentor-Liz Newell
Directing Mentor- Joe Lui

 
 

Doreshawar Khan as Shazia "Shaz" Gül
Sabrina Hafid as  Arooj "Roo" Gül

Mani Mae Gomes as Batool " Batty" Gül
 
 
 
 

Production team

Cast

Creative Team
 

Music- Hasham "Hash" Khan, The Kominas
Photographer- Kayleigh Scott

Artwork- Jamie Munslow Davies
Trailer- Months Ago Entertainment,

 



www.thethirdculturekids.com 

@thoseculturedkids 

#Sharbat19
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